Abstract-Consider a network consisting of units connected by links in which some units could be faulty. Suppose each unit has a message which must be transmitted to all other (faultfree) units. We present an algorithm for doing this in a network operating in a fully distributed manner that requires tit most 311 log u + O( tz ) message transmissions by fault-free units. Among other things, our result can be used to devise an algorithm for distributed system level diagnosis which is more efficient than the best currently known algorithm for this purpose.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a distributed computing system consisting of n ideritical processing units (henceforth also referred to simply as "units"), each having a distinct identifier ("id"), connected by an arbitrarily structured interconnection network. The id's are totally ordered. We refer to the units by using their id's. We use Max{id} to refer to the highest id in the system. We represent the system by an undirected graph G = (V, E) where each unit is represented by a vertex 'u E V. (In this paper we use standard graph theory t&minology. The reader is referred to [I] for any undefined terms.) An edge (u, U) E E represents a two-way communication link between units u and V. However, transmissions on links are sent in only one direction at a time. A unit u is said to be a neighbor of v if there is an edge (u, V) between them in G. We represent the set of neighbors of ~1 by N(v) . We assume that all communication links are fault-free. Specifically, we assume that messages on each link arrive in a finite time, with no error, and are kept until processed. Furthermore, the links abide by the FIFO (first-in-first-out) discipline.
Suppose that each unit has a unique message which needs to be sent to all other units in the system. This type of allto-all broadcast is termed "gossiping" Due to the interesting questions it poses, and its numerous applications, gossiping in various forms has been studied extensively by many authors [2]- [4] . Hedetniemi, Hedetniemi and Liestman [5] provide a comprehensive survey of the results in this area. As an example, Ladin, Liskov and Shrira [6] describe a novel application Manuscript received April 1991; revised October 1993 . This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant NCR-91-02534. A. Bagchi's work was done while he was at the EECS Department, University of California, Davis, CA.
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of gossiping for the Argus system. Most of the work requires the existence of a central observer with global knowledge of the network. Bagchi, Hakimi and Schmeichel [7] introduce the idea of gossiping in a (completely) distributed environment and provide algorithms for this purpose, assuming that all units are fault-free. However, all systems are susceptible to failures, and in a distributed system with a large number of units, the likelihood that some unit fails may be substantial. In this paper, we study gossiping in a distributed environment in the presence of faulty units. Initially every unit knows its own id and the id's of its neighbors, and no unit has any global knowledge. Also, there is no central observer to schedule message transmissions. We present a distributed algorithm, requiring 371 log 71+ O(71) message transmissions by fault-free units to other fault-free units, at the end of which every fault-free unit would have the message of every other fault-free unit in the system, provided G -Vf is connected, where G -Vf represents the subgraph of G induced by V -Vf, and Vf is the set of faulty units. If G -Vf is not connected then the fault-free units in each component would have the messages of all other fault-free units in that component.
Gossiping in a faulty environment has been studied previously by Berman and Hawrylycz in [8] , where they considered the reliability of gossiping schemes. They modeled the network as a multigraph G* of n vertices, whose edges are linearly ordered. Each edge represents a transmission. Thus, a vertex u will receive the message of vertex IL if'there exists a path of ascending edges from u to U. A k-failure-safe network is one in which every vertex will know the message of every other vertex even if no information is sent on /C (or fewer) transmissions. The authors showed that such a network requires (k + 2)71 + 2 edges. It should be noted that they essentially studied the failure of transmissions, while in this paper we study the failure of processing units.
Each of the processing units is faulty or fault-free, i.e., intermittent faults are not allowed. More precisely, the faults are permanent and occur before the algorithm is run. A unit can test any of its neighbors, and, based on the outcome of the tests, it can determine whether a particular neighbor is. faulty or fault-free. This testing is termed "diagnosis." We assume that a fault-free unit can always diagnose correctly. However, the outcome of the tests performed by a faulty unit are unpredictable so that a faulty unit might diagnose a neighbor incorrectly.
The faulty units are unpredictable and might furnish misleading information. As a result, no transmission from a faulty 0018-9340/94$04.00 0 1994 IEEE unit is to be trusted. In [7] the authors assumed the existence of a unique starting unit. However, that is not possible here, for the starting unit itself might be faulty. Hence, all units start the algorithm simultaneously. Also, two units exchange messages only if they diagnose each other as fault-free. Gossiping in a distributed system has many practical applications. It allows processors to maintain up-to-date accounting information, information on processor loads, up-to-date routing tables, etc. A fundamental requirement of any distributed algorithm is that the processors reach a conclusion based on information stored at different units. Gossiping gives the processors the means to do just that, for it enables them to acquire each others' information efficiently. Korach, Moran and Zaks [9] showed that any global distributed algorithm requires I2(n log n) transmissions even in a complete network. Hence our algorithm is optimal within a constant factor. The optimality of our algorithm also follows from the results due to Awerbuch, Goldreich, Peleg and Vainish [IO] .
To accomplish gossiping in such a system, our algorithm constructs a spanning tree of G -VJ (assuming that G -Vf is connected; otherwise a spanning forest is constructed). Since the original work of Gallager, Humblet and Spira [ 1 I], several authors have proposed distributed algorithms for the construction of spanning trees [12] [13] [14] . In [ 121 and [ 131, the authors assume that there is a unique starting unit to begin the algorithm. Clearly, in the presence of faulty units we cannot make this assumption. In [ 141, Kutten presents an algorithm for constructing a spanning tree (or spanning forest if G-Vf is not connected) that uses O(n log 71,) transmissions. However, there is no indication of the termination of the algorithm. It is thus an algorithm with "no commitment" [ 151. This shortcoming is pointed out and addressed by Bar-Yehuda and Kutten [IS] . The results of [ 151 are discussed later.
A widely studied problem in distributed computation is that of election I I I], [l&17] .
In an election, the processors cooperate amongst themselves to distinguish exactly one processor as the "leader". Our algorithm can also be used directly for this purpose. The well-known algorithm for the construction of a spanning tree due to Gallager, Humblet and Spira [ I I] is now considered standard for election in a faultfree, asynchronous, distributed system as the root of the tree can be assumed to be the elected leader. Their algorithm uses 2rr~ + 5r~. log 'n transmissions, where each transmission has O(logMax{id}) bits and 7~ is the number of edges in the graph. In such a system our algorithm requires at most (71. -l)(s + 3 logrr) transmissions for election, where each transmission is is O(Max{id}) bits, and thus uses fewer transmissions, and it also has a smaller constant for the (U log U) term than the algorithm of Gallager et al.
Korach, Kutten and Moran [ 171 have described a modular technique for designing leader finding algorithms. They show that their result achieves, in a unified way, the best known upper bounds for several classes of networks. In a general network, with messages of O(Max{id}) bits, their result accomplishes election in 37~ log n + O(n) message transmissions (our algorithm also uses the same number of transmissions). However, their approach does not consider the presence of faultv units. Furthermore. even if their algorithm were to 699 be modified to incorporate fault diagnosis by the units, their approach would require O(71 log n) diagnosis operations, while our algorithm requires O(n) diagnosis operations. The reason is as follows. The algorithm in [ 171 repeatedly (O(logn) times) executes a network traversal algorithm. However, there is no direct way to modify the traversals so as to use information obtained during early executions of the traversal to improve the performance in later executions. Thus, if the traversal included the diagnosis operation then the algorithm would use O(n) diagnosis operations in each execution of the traversal algorithm, hence resulting in O(n log n) diagnosis operations for the overall algorithm.
Several authors have studied election in the presence of faulty units [ 151, [ l8]-[21] . Garcia-Molina [ 181 points out that the presence of faults is a strong motivation for election, as fhe elected leader can then reorganize the system. In particular, Bar-Yehuda and Kutten [15] have given an O(n') algorithm for election in a faulty system. On the other hand, in a system with t faulty units, our algorithm requires at most 37~ log 71 + O(71t) transmissions for election.
It would appear that the failure of a single processor should not seriously affect the performance of the system, for the workload could be easily distributed. However, an unchecked faulty processor sending erroneous data can jeopardize the entire system. This leads to the need for identifying the faulty units in the system-a process known as system-level diagnosis. Our gossiping algorithm is also directly applicable to distributed system-level fault diagnosis. Besides trying to minimize the number of message transmissions, this algorithm also attempts to limit the number of diagnosis operations.
Much work has been done on system level diagnosis [22]-[24] . Most of the known results require the existence of a central observer. Kuhl and Reddy [25] initiated the study of distributed system level diagnosis. Their algorithm requires 0(71*) diagnosis operations and O(7h3) message transmissions. In [26], Hosseini, Kuhl and Reddy consider diagnosis in a system in which processors which fail can reenter the system at a later stage, after being repaired. Ghafoor and Sole [27] present a "semi-distributed" diagnostic algorithm for hypercube systems in which only a small number of units execute the diagnosis algorithm. They suggest this to limit the number of messages exchanged. Our approach, which is fully distributed, requires at most n -1 + k(t + 1) diagnosis operations and 3nlogk + O(n) message transmissions when the system has t faults (assuming that each diagnosis operation requires a constant number of transmissions), and the algorithm is simultaneously started by k processors.
It should be noted that all faults in this paper are permanent faults. Although the identification of intermittently faulty units has been studied in connection with system-level diagnosis (e.g., 281, such results require the existence of a reliable central observer. By past experience, we expect the problem of distributed system-level diagnosis in the presence of intermittent faults to be much harder. We also feel that it will require substantially more transmissions than our algorithm. In a way, the present paper is a first step towards solving the problem of distributed system-level diagnosis in the presence r-1 -of permanent and intermittent faults. In a future effort, we intend to study a generalization of our algorithm to solve this problem. Over the past several years, the study of consensus in distributed systems and the study of fault diagnosis have independently received much attention. Of late, there seems to be a growing overlap between the two fields. This paper is one such effort. The recent survey paper of Barborak, Malek and Dahbura 1291 describes results of common interest to these fields.
In the next section we describe gossiping where it is assumed that somehow a known fault-free unit is identified. This relatively simple case is included to illustrate our approach and make it easier to understand our main algorithm, which is presented and analyzed in Section III. In Section IV, we apply this approach to distributed system level fault diagnosis.
II. SYSTEMS WITH A KNOWN FAULT-FREE UNIT
The model of faults that we are using in this paper was first proposed by Preparata, Metze, and Chien [22] in their model for system level diagnosis. The faulty units are unpredictable, but a fault-free unit can always diagnose its neighbors correctly. We'assume that each sequence of tests in a diagnosis requires a constant number of transmissions. We shall denote the outcome of the diagnosis performed by unit u on unit 11 by (~~1.,,,, E (0, l}, where (I,,,,, = O(1) if u diagnoses v to be fault-free (faulty).
If we could start our algorithm with a unit known to be fault-free this would greatly simplify the diagnosis algorithm. Suppose '/I,,, is the fault-free unit which starts the algorithm. Now II., can test any unit 1) in N(rrri); if f&, ,, = 0, then TJ is also fault-free. Observe that if there is a path ~1,712: ug, . . . : uk, so that II.; diagnoses 16;+1 and (I,,,~ (,,+, = 0 for % = 1, 2, . . , ,#z -1, then all the units 7~1 --Q are fault-free iff '1~1 is fault-free. Thus the algorithm would simply form a tree which contains paths, consisting of only fault-free units, from u, to every other faultfree unit, provided the faulty units do not form a vertex cut of G.
Algorithm A
The algorithm is essentially a depth-first traversal, and is similar to the algorithm of Sharma, Iyengar and Mandyam [30] . The algorithm is in two stages: I) the collection stage, and 2) the broadcast stage. In the collection stage, a depth-first spanning tree T, rooted at lhO, of G -Vf is formed (where Vf is the set of faulty units) and all the messages of T are sent to 71,. In the broadcast stage, %L, sends these messages, in a single packet, to all other units using the edges of T.
The algorithm starts with 'YL, creating a packet, PKT, with two fields: I) PKT.visited: the set of units that have been diagnosed by some unit possessing the packet, PKT. 2) PKT.messages: the set of messages from fault-free units which the packet has collected. Note that in the literature on distributed algorithms, packets are assumed to be short. However, here the packet is used to IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS, VOL. 43, NO. 6. JUNE 1994 send the messages involved in gossiping and hence depends on the size of the messages. During the collection stage, no other fault-free unit creates a packet (behavior of a faulty unit is unpredictable so faulty units might create their own packets), and at any time only one unit can possess the packet, PKT.
During the algorithm, each unit 11 maintains the following local variables. a) f ( 2) u sends the packet to w and sets Z(u) t v.
3) 11 sets f(w) c u, includes its message in PKT.messages and repeats the above process. If, however, auv = 1 then u does not send the packet to w but instead includes w in PKT.visited and tries to find some other unit to send the packet to. (As mentioned earlier, a faulty unit 'u. also might create a packet and initiate Diagnose u,v. However, if w is fault-free, then avu = 1 and if w receives the packet from u, then 71 just ignores it. Hence, the creation of T is not affected. Furthermore, once w knows that 'II is faulty, it can simply ignore any message from u.)
As T is being created, sooner or later the packet will arrive at a unit '1~ for which N(u) c PKT.visited, which implies all fault-free neighbors of u are already in the tree. At this point, I) Unit 1~ sends the packet to f(u). Let w = f(u).
2) Unit 111 includes u in C(w) and sets l(w) +-8. It now possesses the packet and tries to find some other unit to include in T. The collection stage ends when uI, gets the packet back and all the fault-free units of N('LL~) are in the tree. It should be apparent that at this point 11, has the messages of all the units of the component of G -Vf that contains 21,. We shall use the term "extending the tree" to refer to the process of a) trying to find some neighbor to include in the tree; and b) if it is not possible then sending the packet along with the messages to its father. Note that a unit extends the tree while the algorithm is in the collection stage. This will be used directly in our main algorithm.
The broadcast stage starts with u, sending the packet with the list of messages from the fault-free units to each unit of C(uO). Then any unit u which receives the packet sends it to all units of C(u). As a result, every fault-free unit learns the message of every other fault-free unit, thus completing the algorithm A.
. 701 Theorem 2.1: Assuming that G -V, is connected, Algorithm A completes gossiping among the fault-free units. During the execution of A, a) the Diagnose U. II operation is executed rb -1 times, and b) the algorithm requires 2(rr' -1) additional transmissions by fault-free units, where 7bl = jV( -IVf(. Remarks As already mentioned, faulty units behave in an arbitrary manner and hence nothing can be said about the transmissions by faulty units. However, a fault-free unit will ignore transmissions from faulty units.
As the proof is somewhat long but straightforward, it is left out.
III. THE MAIN RESULT
The previous section outlined our approach to gossiping in a distributed faulty environment. However, the main problem is that of finding such a fault-free starting unit. Instead, we assume that the units wake up spontaneously at arbitrary times or ate awakened by some neighbor. Actions of a faulty unit are unpredictable. A fault-free unit 'II which wakes up spontaneously creates a packet and tries to create a tree consisting of other fault-free units, as will be described.
It should be clear that the algorithm runs independently in each connected component of G -V, (where Vf is the set of faulty units). Hence, without loss of generality, from now on we shall assume that G -Vj is connected. Furthermore, for easier description and to avoid the issues of mutual exclusion, we shall assume that messages can be sent, on any link, in one direction at a time (i.e., the links are "half-duplex"). This ensures that two packets travelling in different directions will meet at some unit, and can then be merged.
The fault-free units which create packets initiate the algorithm by independently trying to form trees as in Algorithm A. However, these trees are merged whenever possible, so that, eventually, a single rooted tree is created consisting of units which mutually agree that they are fault-free. All the messages are sent to the root, which finally broadcasts it to the other units of the system. As in Algorithm A, we shall refer to these two stages as the collection stage (when the tree is created and the messages collected at the root) and broadcast stage (when the messages are broadcast to the units of the system).
A. Description of Tree-Forming Packets
While running the algorithm, the units send messages using two kinds of packets: informing packets (to be explained later) and tree-forming packets (referred to simply as "packets"). The traversal of tree-forming packets creates the trees. The tree-forming packets have the following fields.
I) PKT.id: Every packet has a unique id, which is the id of the root of the tree that the packet is creating. When a unit creates the packet, it sets PKT.id to be its own id. A packet created by unit 7'; is referred to as PKT(r;). The tree that the packet creates is rooted at 7'; and is called T;.
A fault-free unit can create at most one packet, and there is only one instance of each packet (however, units can copy the packet into their local variables).
2) PKT.size: The size represents the number of rooted trees (and so packets) merged to get the present tree (also the packet). It is initially set to I. The sizes and id's are compared when two packets (and hence the trees) are merged. PKT(r;) rj) .size] then PKT(r;) is larger only if ri > rj. From now on whenever we compare two packets using the operators < and >, we shall be comparing them as above. We shall use the operator = to denote that the integer parts of the logarithms of the sizes of 2 packets are equal. 3) PKT.visited: This is a set of id's of units. Whenever a unit u possessing a packet PKT diagnoses another, IL includes the id of that unit in PKT.visited. This ensures that for each ri, a unit is diagnosed at most once. 4) PKT.messages: This is the set of messages the packet accumulates during the formation of the tree as it traverses the system. A unit u includes its message UL, in PKT.messages when it receives PKT for the first time and is included in the tree T (i.e., VL, is added to PKT.messages only for the first packet that u receives). 5) PKT.complete: This is a Boolean variable that is initially set to 0. If PKT.complete = 1, this implies that the packet contains all the messages in G -Vi. 6) PKT.backtrack: This is a Boolean variable that is initially set to 0. In the collection stage, when all the neighbors of a unit 11. are in PKT.visited, then u sends PKT with PKT.backtrack = 1 to its father in T. The father of u, on receiving PKT, resets PKT.backtrack to 0 and processes the packet. At this point, we define what we mean by the term "merge''-a term that is used extensively in this paper. Packets are merged whenever possible. Suppose PKT(ri) and PKT(rj) are to be merged and PKT(ri) > PKT(rj), then PKT(rj) is eliminated and the information carried by PKT(rj) is included in the "new" PKT(r;). Whenever required, to avoid ambiguity, we shall denote the new PKT(r;) by PKT(ri + rj). The fields of PKT(,ri + 7.j) are:
PKT(ri + yj).id + PKT(r;).id PKT(7.i + rj).size +-PKT(r;).size + PKT(lj).size PKT(,ri + rj).visited + PKT(ri).visited U PKT(rj). visited PKT(ri + 7.j). messages + PKT(ri). messages UPKT(r,).messages PKT(ri + r.j).complete and PKT(ri + rj).backtrack are not affected by the merger of packets. These fields of PKT(T~ + 7.j) inherit their values from PKT(r;).
Also, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a packet and the tree created by the traversal of the packet. Thus, when PKT(?.,,) is merged into PKT(ri) as above, the corresponding tree ?; is made a subtree of T;.
B. Local Variables at a Unit
Like Algorithm A, this algorithm is based on units transmitting packets and processing the received packets using locally available information. The processing might include sending some information to some other unit. The locally available information is stored as certain local variables which reside at the unit.
1) 2)
3)
Currentpkt(v): Suppose unit 'u. is part of tree Ti that is being created by PKT(ri). Unit '11 stores a copy of PKT(ri) in currentpkr(u). This variable is updated as necessary during the algorithm. Chasing(u): This is a Boolean variable that is initially set to 0. Its function is explained in Section III-E. Wuitingpkflu): This is a set stored at '1~. Each element of this set is a pair consisting of a packet and the id of the unit from which the packet is received. If '1~ receives PKT(r;) from u and if a) currenrpkr(u) > PKT(r;) or b) chasing(u) = 1, then (PKT(r;), ) v is stored in wuifingpkr(u). The function of this variable is explained in Section III-D. Other tree variables: Unit u stores the identities of its father f(u), latest cbild,I(u) and other children C(u), as in Algorithm A. Recall that unit w is included in C(u) after alI the neighbors of. u have been diagnosed. Due to the merger of trees, the tree might have other "branches" starting at 2~ (this will be @ritied later). Unit u stores the id's of the first units of eqch branch (i.e., the units which are the m@ghbom of u in the tree and are part of the branch) in the set B(U), and B(U) n C(U) = 0.
c. An overview As mentioned previously, several units could create packets to start the aIgo&hm. A fault-free unit u either includes its message m, in the packet created by some other fault-free unit (in which case u does not create a packet) or '(L includes m, in a packet that it creates. Thus at some point, the message of every fault-free unit is included in some packet.
Packets can be in one of three states: active, waiting, or eliminated. Initially, when a packet is created it is active. At times, when it reaches certain units, the packet has to wait at the unit (as described in Sections III-D and III-E) and is in the waiting state. Whenever two packets are merged, the larger retains its identity and the smaller is eliminated and is no longer used by the algorithm.
Each fault-free unit can do the following: create a packet (only initially), receive a packet, process a received packet, and send a packet to some neighbor. When a unit 'LL receives a packet from a faulty unit, it simply ignores the packet. However, 'if the packet is received from a fault-free unit, then the unit processes the packet. This processing might involve updating local variables, merging of two packets, including the packet in waitingpkr, etc. Once the unit finishes processing the packet, it sends the packet to some other fault-free neighbor, which then processes the packet.
Dejnition: Define a unit u belonging to tree T, being created by PKT(ri) to be "done" when 21 sends PKT(r;) back to f(n) with PKT(ri). backtrack = 1. Unit 11 sends this packet only when waiting&t (u) and B(u) are empty, and each neighbor of u is in PKT(r;).visited.
. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS. VOL. 43. NO. 6. JUNE 1994 When II = f(u) receives the packet from unit %L as above, 9~ includes u in the set C(V). Also, this father-child relationship between 'II and 'u is retained through the rest of the algorithm.
Claim: Once a unit is done, it does not receive any packet, nor does it send any packet in the collection stage. (We shall prove this claim in Lemma 3.1 in Section III-H.)
We now describe the essential idea behind out algorithm. Initially, every fault-free unit knows its own message. Several packets go through the network accumulating these messages, so that every message is included in some packet. As the algorithm progresses, the packets traverse the network and are merged, until only one packet remains active. At the same time, the traversal of a packet causes the units, in the tree that it is creating, to become done. The collection stage ends when all units except one, say ri, are done. Note that due to the father-child relationships that accompany a unit's being done, this creates a spanning tree of G -Vf with ri as the root. Unit r1 thus possesses the sole active packet in the network which contains the messages of every fault-free unit in the network. Unit ri then initiates the broadcast stage in which this final packet is sent to the rest of the fault-free units using the edges of the above mentioned spanning tree.
If only one fault-free unit creates a packet, then Algorithm A accomplishes gossiping essentially incorporating the scheme described above (i.e., creating a spanning tree, collecting the messages at the root of the tree, and then using the tree to broadcast the messages to every fault-free unit). Now, suppose two fault-free units, say r-i and rj, create packets. We briefly overview the way the two trees are merged into one tree and one of the packets is eliminated. For a while, the two packets traverse the network independently, as in Algorithm A, creating trees Ti and Tj, respectively. However, sooner or later, one of the packets is bound to be sent to some unit that is part of the other tree. Assume that PKT(rJ is sent to unit u1 belonging to tree Tj. There can be two cases. I) If PKT(ri) > PKT(rj), then PKT(ri) is sent on the same path, along Tj, as PKT(rj). This is referred to as PKT(r,) "chasing" PKT(rj). Note that PKT(r;) starts chasing PKT(rj) via [(?A,), not f(ui), because of the depth-first nature of the algorithm. Eventually, PKT(r;) catches up with PKT(rj) at some unit and the two packets are merged to give PKT(r; + 7.j)' i.e., PKT(r,) is eliminated. We refer to this process by saying that PKT(r;) "captures" PKT(rj), and in the process tree Tj becomes a subtree of Ti. Subsequently, the algorithm proceeds, i.e., one by one all the units except r; are done and then 1'; knows all the messages, which it then broadcasts to the other units. 2) If PKT(ri) < PKT(rj), then PKT(ri) is required to wait at unit 111, i.e., it enters the waiting state. PKT(7.j) captures it when it returns to 1~1 from L(TL~), when Il(rri) is done, and Ti becomes a subtree of Tj. This time the algorithm creates a spanning tree with vj as the root. Note that in both I) and 2), unit ~11 does not have PKT(rj). Thus, PKT(ri) is really compared to currenrpkrful), which is the copy of PKT(rj) when PKT(rj) was at '(11. In the subsequent sections we describe the above procedure in more detail. It is complicated somewhat by the presence of multiple (more than 2) packets in the network and by a need to minimize the number of transmissions and Diagnose u, II operations. The procedure essentially consists of the following: I ) A packet arriving at a unit belonging to some other tree and the resulting "chase" and "capture" of packets, described in Section III-D. 2) Once a packet chases another packet, it wiH either successfully capture the packet or fail to capture the packet (as the other packet has in the meantime grown larger). In any case, packets have to be sent to describe the outcome of the chase, as described in Section III-E. 3) Once a tree becomes a subtree of some other tree, it is necessary to reverse the father-child relationship in a part of the subtree (this can be seen intuitively by considering tree Tj when it becomes a subtree of T;, as described in the above paragraph and shown in Fig. I )-described in Section III-F.
D. Merging Trees Through "Capture" of Packets Suppose unit 1~1, which is part of tree T;, possesses PKT(r;). As in Algorithm A, ~1 tries to find some '(~1 E N(q) which
is not yet part of T; (i.e., '1~1 @ PKT(r;).visited) to include in the tree. Unit ~1 diagnoses 'l/,1, and if N.,., ,L, = 0, then ~11 sends the packet to '~1. If currentpktpn.1) = 0, i.e., '(~1 is not part of any tree, then 161 and so edge (~1, '(~1) become part of tree T;. All this is identical to "extending the tree".
However, suppose unit '(61 is part of tree TJ being created by PKT(rj) (ref. Fig. I ). This will lead to the merger of trees T; and Tj. Assume that chasing(u) = 0. Recall that currentpkt(rrl) is a copy of PKT(,/.j), at the last Time that PKT(7.j) was at '(~1. Unit ,161 receives PKT(r.;) and processes it as follows. 1) If PKT(r;) > currentpkt(rdl), then 1~1 sends PKT(r;) to I(rrl). PKT(,r;) is sent on the same path as PKT(rj) until either PKT(r.;) catches up with PKT(7.j) or is stopped at some unit along the path because PKT(rj) has meanwhile grown larger. We shall say that PKT(7.i) is "chasing" PKT(r,,;). As PKT(,r;) goes through unit II, while chasing, u sets chasing(u) = 1 but does not change currentpkt(u). Suppose PKT(ri) catches up at unit 2~2 and PKT(rj) is still smaller, then PKT(ri) "captures" PKT(rj) giving PKT(ri + rj). PKT(rj) is now eliminated and for the purpose of the algorithm it does not exist anymore. The tree Tj will become a subtree of Ti as shown in Fig. Ib . We shall refer to u1 as a "merging point". 2) If PKT(r;) < currentpkt(ul), then (PKT(ri), ~1) is included in waitingpkr(ul).
PKT(ri) is in the waiting state. If PKT(ri) is waiting because of the above reason, then it can never become active. It can be eliminated and thus (PKT(ri), ~1) can be removed from waitingpkt(u1) only when one of the following occurs: a) When PKT(rj) (or some other packet which captured PKT(rj)) returns to ~1 from Z(u1) as l(z~l) is done, waitingpkt(u1) is checked and PKT(T~) captures PKT(r;) (this is explained in more detail in Section III-F). b) When some other packet PKT(rr;) comes from q (obviously PKT(rk) > PKT(r;) else PKT(rk) would have stopped at VI), wairingpkr(ul) is checked and PKT(rk) captures PKT(ri) giving PKT(rk + 7.i). PKT(rk + ri) is then compared to currentpkt(u1) giving either 1) or 2) as described above.
E. Informing Packets and Chasing Flags
The previous section discussed the chasing and capture of packets. To limit the overall number of transmissions used by the algorithm, it is necessary to ensure that, at any time, a packet, say PKT(lj), creating tree Tj is chased by bnly one other packet, say PKT(ri), in any path along Tj. '(From now on we shall use the notation Tj(ul -7~2) to denote the path between '(~1 and 7~2 along tree Tj.) The variable chasing(u) is set to 1 to accomplish this.
On the other hand, to avoid the possibility of deadlocked packets, it is necessary to reset chasing(u) to 0 after PKT(Ti) captures PKT(r,) (or if PKT(r;) learns that PKT(rj) has grown larger and hence cannot be captured). Furthermore, for a unit 1~ E Tj being created by PKT(rj), if currentpkt(u) < IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS. VOL. 43. NO. 6. JUNE 1994 . PKT(rj) (i.e., PKT(rj) has grown larger by capturing some other packet), then unit u should be informed of this change in PKT(rj) so that u can update currentpkt(u). The algorithm uses informing packets to update local variables at units. They contain information so that a unit u can update currentpkt(u) and reset chasing(u) to 0 (if required).
Recall from Section III-D (and Fig. I ) that as PKT(ri) goes through unit u while chasing PKT(rj), unit 1~ sets chasing(u) = 1. This flag is used to ensure that at any stage at most one packet chases PKT(Tj) along Tj(ul -~2). Any other packet PKT (Q) arriving from a unit w at any unit u in this path while chasing(u) = 1 enters the waiting state, and (PKT(rk, V) is included in waitingpkt(u). A PKT(rk) waiting due to this reason gets eliminated only if some other packet arrives from VJ (while PKT(rk) is waiting) and captures it. If, instead, at some time unit u resets chasing(u) to 0, then PKT(TI,) becomes active and is treated as any other packet and processed as described in Section III-D; i.e., it is compared to current.pkt( U), etc.
Once chasing(u) is set to 1, it can be reset only by the arrival of an informing packet.
Consider 'u, E Tj, the tree being created by PKT(rj). Unit u receives an informing packet from 1(u) either if PKT(rj) gets captured by PKT(ri) or if PKT(rj) captures some other I packet PKT(rk), giving PKT(rj + rk) SO 
that PKT(rj + TE) > currentpkt(u) G PKT(rj). Note that PKT(rj + rk) will not always be larger than PKT(rj). For example, if PKT(rj)
.size = 4 and it captures PKT(rr,) with size 1, then PKT(rj +?k) 2' PKT(rj) (Section III-A); i.e., PKT(rj +Q) G I currentpkt(u), so an informing packet is not sent to $1~.
An informing packet can be one of three types: SUCCESS, FAILURE, or UPDATE. A unit u resets chasing(u) to 0 if it receives a success or failure packet. On receiving any informing packet, u updates currentpkt(u). Referring to Fig.  1 , consider the following cases. 1) PKT(ri) captures PKT(rj) at 7~2 giving PKT(ri + 7.j). A SUCCESS packet containing a copy of PKT(r; + 7.j) is sent from 'ZLZ to f('l~g), on the path Tj(u2 -ul), until it reaches ~1, the merging point. Thus, the flag chasing(u) is reset to 0 and the variable currentpkt(u) is set as PKT(ri + 7.j) in all units in the path Tj(,rJz -111). Unit u1 sends an UPDATE packet to f(,ul), containing a copy of PKT(r; +rj), so that all remaining units of Tj can similarly update currentpkt(u). If PKT(T; + 7.j) > PKT(r;), then unit u1 also sends an UPDATE packet to ~11 (from which it will be sent to the remaining units of T;). At this point, 211 includes f(?~l) = ~3 in B(ul) and sets f(ul) +-?il. Thus the two trees are merged (Fig. 1 b) and 1~1 has a new branch starting at '(~3 E B(*ul). (Note that at this point the father-child relationships in the path T;(us -7.j) are not reversed. This reversal is done in Section III-F.) 2) Before PKT(ri) can capture PKT(rj), PKT(rj) has captured some other packet PKT(rk), giving PKT(rj + Q). If PKT(rj + 7.k) > PKT(rj) then an UPDATE packet is sent up the tree towards rj. Thus PKT(r,) will meet the UPDATE packet at some unit II in Tj(TLz -~1). If PKT(r;) > PKT(r,+rk), then PKT(ri) will continue chasing towards 112. However, if PKT(rj+rk) > PKT(r;), then unit II knows that PKT(r;) cannot capture PKT(r, +,/.A.). So II stops the UPDATE packet but sends a FAILURE packet, which includes PKT(1.j) and a copy of PKT(,/',j + 9.k) on Tj(V -'ILL), and each unit 11. in this path resets chnsing(rr) to 0. Unit ~1 includes (PKT(,rj),ol) in waitingpkt(u1) and sends an UPDATE packet to ~(YL~) so that the rest of the units in Tj can set currentpkt(u) to PKT(rj +r.k). Observe that PKT(r;) has entered the waiting state as PKT(r,;) < currentpkt(u1). Processing a received informing packet should be apparent from the above discussion. Observe that a unit II, E Tj receives informing packets only from I.
It updates currentpkt(u) and resets chasing(u) to 0 if the informing packet is a SUC-CESS or FAILURE packet. It then retransmits the informing packet to f(,l~) (and if VL is a merging point, to units in B(rr), 'if any). Any packet waiting at u because chasing(u) was I now becomes active and is processed as described in Section III-D (i.e., it is compared with currentpkt(u), etc.) by unit 16. Note that unit 1~ need not send informing packets to its other children C(,u) since any unit II E C(*LL) is done (Section III-C).
In this discussion, the merging point (unit ~11 in Fig. 1 ) has a special function. When PKT(r;) captures PKT(7.j). an informing packet is received by the units of Tj and every unit updates its currentpkt(n) to PKT(r; + 7.j). However, at this point, only the merging point, ldl, changes its father f(~ll) to ~1, which is the unit that sent PKT(r;), thus reflecting that Tj has become a subtree of Ti. Note that the edges along the path Tj(ul -up), where PKT(rj) was captured at S/Q, are not affected, i.e., any unit in this path still has the same father and latest child. However, the father-child relationships in the path Tj(Ul -7.j) will have to be reversed; i.e., the units will have to interchange their father and latest child. This is done while "exploring the branch" to be discussed in the next section.
Finally, the algorithm requires that a packet, PKT(r;), while chasing another packet, PKT(rj), not be sent to any unit 1~ E PKT(ri).visited. However, PKT(rj) will, nonetheless, be captured by PKT(r,) as described below.
Consider trees T; and Tj being created by PKT(r.;) and PKT(7,,), respectively. Let PKT(ri) > PKT(rj). At some time, PKT(7.i) arrives at '(~1 E Tj and starts chasing PKT(,/'j) as PKT(7.j) > currentpkt(nl).
Meanwhile, PKT(rj) arrives from 1~2 E Tj at '~11 E Ti (see Fig. 2 ). If PKT(rj) < currentpkt(nl), then PKT(lj) will have to wait at ~11. However, if PKT(rj) > currentpkt(v1) (this is possible as PKT(r1) might have grown larger since the last time that currentpkt(nl) was updated), then PKT(r,) would start chasing PKT(r;), but somewhere along the way it will become apparent that PKT(rj) < PKT(r;), SO PKT(lj) is sent back to 111 in a FAILURE packet. In either case, PKT(rj) simply has to wait at ~1. and thus observe that it can never be active and can only be eliminated by being captured either by PKT(r.;) when it backtracks from 1(7j1) to ~1 or by some packet that reaches ~1 while chasing PKT(r.,) (see Section III-D). Thus, when PKT(7.;) reaches 162, currentpkt(tr2) (= PKT(yj)) is merged to it giving PKT(r; +r.j), and a message is sent to ~1 to eliminate PKT(r,;). Thus PKT(ri) has effectively captured PKT(rj), and the algorithm proceeds as usual (i.e., YQ proceeds to extend the tree, etc.). Ti becomes a subtree of T;
and PKT(ri) is eliminated.
F. UExploring a Branch"
In Algorithm A, when a unit u received the packet back from f(ur), unit ui included Z(u1) in C(ur) tried to extend the tree. Suppose u1 E Ti and consider the following two cases: 1) Unit ui has us E B(ur) (refer to Fig. 1 and Section III-E; this happened as PKT(ri) captured PKT(rj) and Tj became a subtme of T;).
2) Unit ul has (PKT(rk), w) E waitingpkt(ul).
In either case, the tree Ti has branches starting at u1 such that these units have all been diagnosed but might have neighbors not yet in Ti. A goal of this algorithm is to minimize the number of diagnoses of units. Hence, when ur receives the packet (i.e., PKT(ri + rj) in case 1) or PKT(ri) in case 2)) back from Z(u1) (Fig. l(b) ), instead of extending the tree, u1 should do the following: a) In case l), send PKT(ri + rj) to us E B(ur). setting t(ul) to us and removing us from B(ul). b) In case 2), capture PKT(rk) and send PKT(ri + r-k) to w. Thus !!(ur) is set to v and (PKT(rk),v) is removed from waitingpkt(ul). In either case, we call this "exploring the branch." The two cases a) and b) are quite similar, so we shall explain just a) in more detail.
Observe that if u1 is fault-free then so are the units in Ti(u3 -rj) as they were all part of Tj along with ui before Tj was merged into Ti (refer to Fig. 1 ). Thus PKT(r; +rj) can be sent all the way to unit rj without diagnosis. Recall from Section III-E that until this time, the father-child relationships along the path Ti(ul -rj) had not been reversed. Hence, as the branch is being explored, every unit u receives PKT(ri + rj) from Z(u). However, as PKT(r; + rj).backtrack # 1, the unit u knows that the branch is being explored. Unit u sends PKT(r; + Tj) to f(u) and interchanges f(u) and Z(u), thus reversing the father-child relationships for u. This goes on until PKT(ri + rj) reaches rj and then rj tries to extend the tree Tie At this point, the tree Tj has become a subtree of T; with the correct father-child relationships. Now suppose PKT(rh) arrives at w2 from w1 ( Fig. l(b) ). If PKT(rk) < PKT(ri + rj), then PKT(rk) would wait at wz.
NOW
SUPPCkSfZ that PKT(rk) > PKT(r; + rj). If PKT(T; + Tj) has already gone past ws towards rj, then PKT(rk) is treated as in Section III-D (i.e., it chases PKT(r; +rj), etc.). However, if PKT(rk) arrives when PKT(ri +rj) is coming towards wz then the two packets meet while going in opposite directions, as wz sends PKT(?-k) towards u3 = !(ws). Thus PKT(t$ captures PKT(r; + rj) and PKT(rk + ri + rj) is sent towards ri and the tree is once again reoriented (Ti has now merged into Th with ws as the merging point) as shown in Fig. lc . Meanwhile, of course, an informing packet is sent towards ws indicating the successful capture of PKT(ri + rj). Unit wz includes f(ws) in B(wz) (it has acquired a branch) and sets f(wz) to WI.
G. Processing Packets at a Unit
So far we have described the various packets received by units. Processing of an informing packet should be self-evident from Section III-E. Here we summarize the processing of treeforming packets (or simply "packets") under various situations. To keep this brief we do not mention the transmission of informing packets.
Recall that if a unit u receives a packet from unit v after Diagnose u, v and aUv = 1 then u simply ignores the packet. Furthermore, u will accept a packet from V, without diagnosis, only if 21 E {f(u)} U {l(u)} U B(u); in all of these cases it is already known that azLv = 0,asuandvareinthesametree. Thus, for this section we shall assume that unit u receives a packet from unit v and both are fault-free. Now suppose the algorithm has started, a number of packets have been created and each packet is trying to form a tree. Suppose unit u receives a packet from unit v. Note that the following might have happened (recall that w could not belong to C(u), as then w would be done).
1) u did not create a packet and is not part of any tree. If chasing(u) = 1 then (PKT(ri), V) is simply included in waitingpkt(u). So assuming that chasing(u) = 0, we outline the way unit u will process the received packet in each case: 1) Unit u is included in Ti and then u extends the tree (Section II). 2) a) Suppose v = f(u). In this case, the units u and v are both part of Tj. Unit f(u) will send a packet only in the following two cases. 0 During the broadcast stage. In this case PKT(rj).complete = 1. Unit u thus ~DOWS that PKT(rj) has all the messages and broadcasts the packet to C(u). ii) If v sends PKT(ri) which is chasing PKT(rj).
In this case, PKT(r;).complete = 0. If u has PKT(rj) it gets captured. Otherwise PKT(ri) is sent chasing to C(u) (Sections III-D and III-E) and chasing(u) is set to 1.
b) Suppose v = l(u). In this case, the only packets received from l(u) are the following.
i) ii)
When PKT(rj) is being sent from v to f(v) = u, as w is done. In this case PKT(rj).backtrack = 1, i.e., all the faultfree neighbors of e(u) are already part of Tj. Unit u first resets PKT(ri).backtrack to 0 and includes e(u) in C(u). It checks if there is any unit w E B(u), in which case PKT(rj) is sent to explore the branch starting at w (Section III-P). Otherwise, if there exists (PKT(rk), w) E waitingpkt(u)), then PKT(rj) captures PKT(rk), resulting in PKT(rj •l-rk), and PKT(rj + rk) iS Sent to explore the branch starting at w. However, if both B(u) and waitingpkt(u) are empty, then u extends the tree. When the branch including u is being explored.
In this cake, PKT(rj).backtrack = 0. If f(u) exists then unit u sends PKT(rj) to f(u) and then interchanges its f(u) and .4!(u). Otherwise, if f(u) does not exist (i.e., u was the root of some tree which has now become a subtree of Tj) then u sets f(u) + C(u). Unit u then sends PKT(rj) to explore a branch starting at u (if any) or it extends the tree. c) Suppose 21 E B(u). In this case, the only reason for the packet to be sent is to chase PKT(rj). If u has PKT(rj) then it gets captured; otherwise, PKT(r;) is sent to Z(u) to carry on the chase, and chasing(u) is set to 1. d) Suppose v 6 Tj. Consider the case when v sends PKT(ri) to u. This is exactly the situation described in Section III-D. If unit u has (PKT(rk), V) E waitingpkt(u)) then PKT(ri) captures PKT(rk) giving PKT(ri + rk) and (PKT(rk), V) is removed from waitingpkt(u). PKT(ri + rk) (or simply, PKT(ri), if there was no such PKT(?-k) waiting at u) is then processed as described in Section III-D (i.e., compared to currentpkt(u) and so on).
H. Correctness and Analysis
In this section we argue the correctness of our algorithm and determine the number of transmissions by fault-free units and diagnosis operations required to accomplish gossiping. Recall, however, that the faulty units, being unpredictable, might continue sending messages; the fault-free units can simply ignore these messages.
We first start this section by proving the claim in Section III-C that once a unit is done, it does not receive or send any message in the collection stage.
Lemma 3.1: Once a unit is done, it a) does not receive any packet in the collection stage; and b) does not send any packet in the collection stage.
. VOL. 43, NO. 6, JUNE 1994 Proof: Note that part b) of the lemma follows from part a). This is true, since a unit sends a packet only after it receives a packet from some unit and before the .unit is done, it ensures that there are no packets waiting at it. Thus, it would suffice to argue a) to prove the lemma.
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Let w which belongs to Ti be done. Before 21 became done, v had verified that each of its neighbors was in the same tree as itself (by checking PKT.visited). Thus, each neighbor of w is also in Tie Let v be the first unit in Ti that is done, and yet v receives a packet subsequently from some unit w in the collection stage. Note that edge (w, w) is part of the tree TI, for otherwise w would not have sent the packet to v (recall ,the rules of sending packets described in Section III-G). Also, w is not f(v), as w would never send packets to a unit in C(w) in the collection stage (Section III-G). This would imply that w belongs to C(V); i.e., v received a packet from some other unit that was done. This contradicts the assumption that' w is the first unit in Ti that is done and yet receives a packet in the collection stage, thus proving the lemma. cl The algorithm is based on the transmission of packets by fault-free units. While the packet is active, it is sent to different units, possibly getting eliminated in the process, so that eventually only one packet which contains all the messages remains active. However, the algorithm also requires packets to wait, thus raising the possibility of a deadlock, wherein some packets might have to wait indefinitely. We now show that such a deadlock is not possible.
Whenever a packet PKT(ri) waits, it is possible to identify a packet, PKT(rj), which is making it wait. We denote this by PKT(ri) e PKT(rj). There are two conditions which make PKT(ri) wait at u E Tj being created by PKT(rj):
Cl: PKT(ri) < currentpkt(u). The size of currentpkt(u) is due to the size of PKT(rj). Thus in this case PKT(r;) z PKT(rj). C2: chasing(u) = 1. This implies that some packet, PKT(rk), is chasing PKT(rj). Thus in this case PKT(T,) = PKT(rk). It should be apparent that given PKT(r;) +1"1-PKT(rj), PKT(ri) will have to wait indefinitely only if PKT(rj) has to wait indefinitely. Thus, a necessary condition of a deadlock is a circular sequence of packets, so that each packet is waiting indefinitely:
We show that such a sequence cannot exist, and as a consequence the packets cannot be deadlocked. Lemma 3.2: Any circular sequence PKT(r1) z . . . PKT(?-k) = PKT(r1) either has all packets waiting because of condition Cl or all waiting because of condition c2.
Proofi Suppose otherwise. Then in the sequence there exists for some i, PKT(ri-1) Z-PKT(ri) SO that PKT(ri-1) is waiting at some unit us as chasing (2~2) = 1 and PKT (ri) . BAGCHI AND HAKIMI:
is waiting at some unit u1 as PKT(ri) < currentpkt(ul).
Recall from the definition of condition C2 that PKT(T~-~) is waiting at us, because PKT(ri) is chasing some other packet PKT(rk). This could arise in one of only two ways: either PKT(ri) has captured PKT(rk) and PKT(ri + rk) is waiting at ui, or PKT(ri) has not captured PKT(rk) and is waiting at ~1, because PKT(rk) has grown larger. Note that neither of these two options is possible. If PKT(ri) had captured PKT(Tk), then unit us would have received a SUCCESS packet resetting chasing(u2) to 0. If PKT(rk) had grown larger, then PKT(ri) would have encountered an UPDATE packet and u2 would have, received a FAILURE packet (Section III-E) resetting chasing(us) to 0. Tbis thus leads to a contradiction and so the lemma is valid. 0 Lemma 3.3: There cannot be a circular sequence in which all the packets am waiting because of condition Cl.
Pruofi Suppose otherwise, i.e, there exists a sequence PKT(q) z ... * PKT(rl,) = PKT(q). Let PKT(rl) be waiting at '1~1, PKT(r2) be waiting at us. and so on. PKT(q) < currentpkt(ul) (from condition Cl). As PKT(ri) z PKT(r2) so u1 is in tree T2 which is being created by PKT(rs). Hence currentpkt (ul) 5 PKT(r2), i.e., PKT(r1) < PKT(r2). Similarly proceeding, we have PKT(T~) < PKT(r2) < ... < PKT(r-k). But PKT(rk) is waiting at uk E TI being created by PKT(rl). Thus, PKT(rk) < PKT(ri), which is a contradiction. 0 Theorem 3.1: In our algorithm, there is no packet which has to wait indefinitely.
Proof: By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, if there is a circular sequence of packets waiting indefinitely, all these packets must be waiting because of condition C2.
Consider the circular sequence where PKT(r;) z PKT(ri+,).
Observe that when PKT(ri) and PKT(ri+l) started waiting, either (a) PKT(ri) was chasing PKT(ri+i) or (b) both PKT(ri) and PKT(Ti+l) were chasing some other packet PKT(rj). Furthermore, in (b) PKT(rj) has to appear somewhere in the circular sequence (or else PKT(rj) would not be waiting indefinitely and there won't be a deadlock) and all packets between PKT(ri) and PKT(rj) in the sequence must have been chasing PKT(rj). Also consider Tj that was being created by PKT(rj). AS PKT(rj) has been waiting indefinitely, for any u E Tj, currentpkt(u) E PKT(rj). Otherwise, if PKT(rj) had grown larger an UPDATE packet would have been received by all such u to update a currentpkt(u) (see Section III-E). If PKT(Ti), while chasing PKT(rj), is waiting because of C2 at '1~1 E Tj, then PKT(ri) > currentpkfiul) E PKT(rj).
Thus, given the circular sequence, form classes as follows.
1) Place PKT(rr) in class 1.
2) Assuming that PKT(ri) is in class k, place PKT(ri+l) in class Ic + 1 if PKT(ri) was chasing PKT(ri+r), or else place PKT(ri+i) in class Ic. 3) Repeat (2) until all the packets are assigned to a class.
Let there be q classes. Obviously, q > 1 or else there would not be a circular sequence. Now observe that all packets in class Ic must be larger than the first packet assigned to class k + 1, and all the .
packets in class k + 1 must be larger than the first packet in class k + 2. Proceeding similarly, the first packet in class q, PKT(r,l), must be smaller than all the packets in the other classes. However, PKT(r,l) must be chasing some packet in classes l,-..,q -1 and must be larger than it, leading to a contradiction.
Hence, there cannot be such a circular sequence, so packets will not wait indefinitely.
cl Before proceeding any further, we state the following observations.
Observation 1: If there is more than one active packet in the system, then within a finite time each active packet will be sent to some unit u which is part of a tree being created by some other packet.
Suppose that PKT(r;) creating tree Ti captures PKT(rj) creating tree Tj. Then:
Observation 2: Tree Tj becomes a subtree of tree Ti. Observation 3: PKT(r; + rj) (which is the "new" PKT(ri) obtained after merging PKT(rj) into PKT(ri)) has all the information collected by PKT(r;) and PKT(rj) Let p denote the number of fault-free units which create their own packets. We can show the following:
Lemma 3.4: In our algorithm, of the p packets created by fault-free units, within a finite amount of time only one packet will remain active while the others will be eliminated.
Proofi Straightforward proof by induction on p, using Observation 1 and Theorem 3.1.
0 From now on we shall denote the packet that remains active by PKT(rl), and the tree that it creates by TI.
Emma 3.5: PKT(r1) has the information collected by all the p packets.
Proof: Straightforward by induction on p, using Observation 3.
In our algorithm, the collection stage ends when unit ~1 (the root of TI) finds that N(Q) c PKT(rr).visited.
We now argue the correctness of our algorithm. To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we have to argue the following: a) the algorithm terminates within a finite time; b) at the end of the algorithm, every fault-free unit will know the message of every other fault-free unit in the system.
The termination of the broadcast stage is easy to see; thus, it would suffice to show that the collection stage terminates. The collection stage ends when a root unit (i.e., a unit that does not have a father) notices that all of its neighbors are in the same tree as itself and that all of its children are done. We shall, however, shortly prove a stronger statement that within a finite time all units in the network, except one, will be done. Clearly, this would imply the termination of the collection stage. It is not hard to argue that if the collection stage ends with all units except one (the root, say ri) being done, then the root knows all the messages. This is so, as the root possesses the only active packet in the system which contains all the messages. Note that due to the father-child relationship, when a unit is done, this thus creates a spanning tree Tl of G -Vf. Thus, the root can then broadcast all the messages in a final packet using the edges of TI. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS, VOL. 43, NO. 6, JUNE 1994 Theorem 3.2: Within a finite amount of time, every faultfree unit in the system, except one, will be done. tz! Proofi Suppose the theorem is not true. Hence, assume units X X there are k fault-free units which are never done. As argued above (Lemma 3.4), within a finite amount of time every X X : : packet in the system, except one, will be eliminated. Let this final packet be PKT(rr), i.e., all the packets that were to be created have already been created and eventually eliminated. 1) One or more neighbors of ri is not done.
2) Every neighbor of t-1 is done.
In case l), it is not hard to see that within a finite time the packet will be sent to some unit which will be done (this situation is similar to Algorithm A, as there is only one active packet). This thus contradicts the assumption.
In case 2), ri possesses the packet and since all its neighbors are done it cannot send the packet to any unit. From its perspective, every fault-free unit is thus in the tree TI with rl as the root. It is easy to show (using induction) that since all the children of the root are done, all the other units in the tree are also done. By assumption, there are k fault-free units that are not done. Thus these units must not belong to TI. However, tbis too is not possible, since at least one of these k units will be a neighbor of some unit in TI and the unit in Tl could not be done unless each of its neighbors was in the same tree. This too contradicts the assumption, thus proving the theorem. Cl Once the collection stage is over, the edges of TI are used to broadcast PKT(rr) to every unit in G -Vf, thus completing gossiping.
We now count the number of diagnosis operations and message transmissions by fault-free units required by the algorithm.
Lemma 3.6: Let Vf be the set of faulty units, and let p be the number of fault-free units that start the algorithm. Then the Diagnose u, w operation, where u is fault-free and w is faulty, is used at most min{p 1 Vf I,'&Vf~iv(~)l} times. Proof: This is quite apparent and is omitted. 0 Note that due to the distributed nature of the problem and the fact that there is no global information, in the worst case the network shown in Fig. 3 will require this many diagnosis operations.
Theorem 3.3: Consider a system with n' fault-free units, of which p start the algorithm by creating their own packets. Then, the algorithm uses the Diagnose u,21 operation, with both u and v fault-free, n' + p -2 times.
Proof: In the system, there are n' -p units which are neither faulty nor starters. Consider the Diagnose u, v operation. As unit u is initiating the operation, u must possess a packet and hence u is part of a tree. There are two ways in which this operation is used.
2) The rest of the diagnoses are for merging trees. For Diagnose u, w the units u and v have to be part of different trees. Observe that at most a pair of such operations Diagnose ~1, v1 and Diagnose 212,212 where ur , us E Ti and ~1,212 E Tj would result in the merging of Ti and Tj and consequently the elimination of a packet. (However, in many cases, a single such operation will eliminate a packet.) Hence after at most 2(p -1) operations all the packets except one will be eliminated. Combining 1) and 2), we thus have the proof. cl Theorem 3.4: Our diagnosis algorithm requires at most (1+3logp) (n'-1) + O(n'+p. IVfl) transmissions, where there are n' fault-free units of which p create their own packets and start the algorithm.
Proof: At the end of the collection stage, only one packet, PKT(rr), remains active and all the information is collected at unit rl, which is the root of the tree Tl created by PKT(ri). In the broadcast stage a final packet is sent to the units of G -Vf along the edges of Tl, requiring n' -1 transmissions.
We now count the transmissions during the collection stage. Consider the undirected graph GT which is induced by all the edges over which packets were sent during the collection stage. Obviously, Tl is a subgraph of GT. Consider an edge (u, V) E GT with (u,v) # Tl. Note that (u, V) could not have ever been part of any tree, else it will be part of TI. Thus no informing packet traversed on this edge. Let u E T; being created by PKT(ri) and v E Tj being created by PKT(rj). Observe that any transmission on this edge would have led to the capture of the packet as shown in Fig. 2 and discussed earlier (Section III-D). So assuming that Diagnose u, w requires k transmissions, the total number of transmissions on such edges 5 k(p-1). Using Theorem 3.3, the total number of transmissions on such edges and due to other Diagnose u, v operations is at most k(d + p -2). Now let us count the transmissions on an edge (u, V) E TI. The first transmission is due to Diagnose u, ZI, which we have already counted, and the last transmission is when one of them, say V, sends the packet back to u and is included in C(u). Between these two transmissions, any transmission has to be 1) If v has not yet been diagnosed by a fault-free unit (i.e., one Of the following:
it isn't part of any tree), then after the operation it will a) a packet chasing another followed by an informing become C(u) and be included in the same tree as u. There packet (either SUCCESS or FAILURE); can be n' -p such diagnoses.
b) an update PACKET; [log currentpkf(u) .sizeJ (= Jlog currenrpkr(v).sizeJ ) increases.
Proof of Claim: Let u, v E Tj, a tree being created by a packet PKT(rj) (obviously Tj is now a subtree of Tl). Let n = f(v). Suppose some packet, PKT(ri), was sent from '1~ to v to chase PKT(rj); then chasing(u) was set to 1. Thus, the next packet on this edge had to be a SUCCESS or FAILURE packet from v to u, to reset chasing(u) to 0. Clearly, tbis will increase [log curr-entpkf(n).sizeJ . Similarly, an UPDATE packet is sent only if PKT(rj) > current&r(u), thus again increasing llog current&t(n) . size J . A packet reorienting the edge (u,v) will not increase [log currenfpkt (u) .sizeJ but observe that there cannot be two such consecutive packets unless [log currenrpkt(n).sizeJ increases, thus proving the claim.
Thus, besides Diagnose u, v operations there can be at most 1 + 3 log p transmissions on this edge. There are n' -1 edges in TI, giving (1 + 3 logp)(n' -1) transmissions. Furthermore, there can be at most p. IV,1 Diagnose u, v operations where v is a faulty unit. Hence, the total number of transmissions for thisalgorithmis (1+3logp) (n'-1)+2(n'-l)+k(n'+p-2)+k(~.Ivfl).
H owever, k is a constant and so the number of transmissions is (1+3logp)(n'-l)+O(n'+p.JVfJ).
Also, if IV, I is bounded, then the algorithm requires 3n logp + O(n') transmissions. q IV. SYSTEM-LEVEL FAULT DIAGNOSIS In this paper, we have assumed that a unit has some way of testing each of its neighbors. However, as this section is on fault diagnosis, we begin with a brief description of the actual diagnosis of a unit by another.
The diagnosis of a unit need not be complicated. One method would be to incorporate certain checkpoints in the hardware design of each unit. Such a method has been suggested in [25] . Thus, unit u testing unit v asks for these checkpoint values. Since the processors are identical, unit n can diagnose unit v by comparing the received values with its own. Another method would be for each unit to have a set of software queries and their solutions. While testing, unit u sends its queries to unit v, which sends back the solutions. Unit 21 can now diagnose unit v by comparing the received response with its own solutions. Note that both these methods presume that a faulty unit will have some discrepancy in its response.
There can also be several methods to deal with crash faults, i.e., when a faulty unit stops transmitting. One method would be to incorporate an upper bound i& by which a fault-free unit would certainly respond to a diagnosis operation. Thus, a faulty unit can be timed out and diagnosed as faulty. Another option could be to have a switch in the input/output ports of every unit which has to be periodically disabled. A faulty unit will be unable to do this; as a result the switch will automatically respond to a diagnosis operation, which will indicate that the unit has crashed.
It is apparent that our algorithm for gossiping in the presence of faulty units can be used directly for distributed system-level fault diagnosis. In this case, instead of carrying messages, the packet PKT has two fields: 1) PKT.faulty, 2) PKT.fault-free. Instead of being included in PKT.visited, a unit after diagnosis is included in one of the above fields. Thus, once the packet has traversed the system and reaches its root, the root broadcasts this information, completing system-level fault diagnosis.
For fault diagnosis, the system has a few restrictions. It was shown by Preparata, Metze, and Chien [22] that for a system to be diagnosable with up to t faults, n must be greater than 2t. The necessity of this condition n > 2t is due to the fact that an external observer can identify the set of fault-free units by observing the results of individual diagnoses (the largest set of units that mutually agree are indeed the set of faultfree units). Our system also would have this restriction, if an external observer has to identify the set of fault-free units. However, this is not always necessary. Even if the system has less than n/2 fault-free units, if these units mutually agree that they are fault-free they can continue to work together. At the same time, it is easy to see that for distributed fault diagnosis, the network G must be (t + 1)-connected. This is needed, as messages from faulty units are not trusted. Hence, there must be a path consisting of only fault-free units between any two such units.
We start the algorithm with t + 1 designated starting units. As at most t of them could be faulty, this ensures that the algorithm will get started. As G -Vf (where Vf is the set of faulty units) is connected, at the end of the collection stage a particular fault-free unit will know the status (whether faulty or fault-free) of every other unit in the system. This information is broadcast to every other unit, completing system-level diagnosis.
Theorem 4. I: Given a distributed system in which at most t units can be faulty, if the system has q faulty units (q 5 t), then our algorithm requires: a) at most n -q + t -1 + (t + 1)q = n + t -1 + qt = n -1 + t(q -1) Diagnose 21, v operations, where '11 is a fault-free unit; and b) at most 3n log( 1 + t) + O(n + qt) transmissions, where each Diagnose u, v operation requires a constant number of transmissions. Proof: This follows from Lemma 3.6 and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
V. CONCLUSION
We believe distributed gossiping in a faulty environment is a problem of considerable importance. Some of the applications of our results, such as to system-level diagnosis and distributed computations such as election, have been pointed out here. Other applications will undoubtedly arise which will further enhance interest in this subject.
Our algorithm accomplishes distributed gossiping using a small number of transmissions and Diagnose operations. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS, VOL. 43, NO. 6, JUNE 1994 However, the time complexity of this algorithm can be as high as its message complexity (i.e., number of transmissions). It might be interesting to devise an algorithm that also minimizes the required time complexity. We would like to acknowledge the anonymous referees whose detailed comments helped in improving the presentation. of this paper.
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